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My work addresses notions of the American landscape through image, memory, and 
experience. Using found images, video, and a variety of materials to make objects I 
investigate the intersection of external representations of landscape in American culture 
and internalized desires of landscapes.  
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When Climbing Mt. Rainier Keep the Following in Mind 
 
America is made of images. Advertisements rely on the image to generate desire, a longing 
for a thing. So many advertisements invoke the landscape to create desire. An open 
expanse of green can evoke longing. Mountains allude to breezy accomplishment. A forest 
in fall reds oranges yellows generates future memories. Projections. These images are a 
place and non-place all at once. These images fool and merge convincing some that all of 
these places exist together. America is one unit. America is a place filled with wild tracts 
of land, not bought and sold, but waiting. Empty. Void and sublime. Waiting for human 
interaction to capture and validate it with an image. The image is proof, extracted to speak 
to beauty meant to be consumed.  
Images have more power than given credit for. To acknowledge the power of the image is 
to admit to manipulation.  
 
I have been manipulated. 
 
Images and memory are in a state of flux in my mind. I am not sure which is which, what 
came from where. Images from magazines television movies mingle with places in this 
country I have traveled to and through. They mingle with photographs from others. They 
mingle with the image search for Mt. Rainier.  
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Accessible images has allowed for accessible places. Images play tricks on us. Convincing 
Americans that all land is theirs. All land is meant to be marked by man. That all images of 
land are honest. There are no lies, no cut and paste; images are not combined to make new 
images. All consumed images are somewhere real in parts or as a whole. If I seek out these 
places beyond the perspective offered by the image, what do those places become, what 
have I done to them. I have made them appropriate for the wall, next to the floor lamp. 
Behind the couch.  
 
I am the manipulator.  
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To exist is one thing, to be perceived another. 
Susan Howe, The Quarry, page 62 
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Space place landscape. Interior to exterior. The internalized landscape, the remembered 
landscape create a recallable experience of place. That place becomes stilled, to return to 
that place in memory allows for an unchangeable familiarity. To return to that place 
physically is jarring. That place has changed. It will continue changing. To keep that place 
internalized presents the one remembering with a choice rooted in preference. How to 
remember that place. A photograph can help or hurt. The photograph taken at the preferred 
time of remembrance locks the memory. The memory does not move or change. All else 
drops away except for the image.  
 
Conversations of place and space include conversations of distance. Things off in the 
distance. Close and far away. Through distance, imaginings of the land, of a place, lodge 
themselves in my brain. Always carrying them with me, imbedded. Distance becomes 
internalized. Distance is often thought of as only an external problem. From point A to 
point B. A straight line. Flight path. Road. Sidewalk. Trail. Lines as distance.  
 
When I internalize the space the distance, it becomes a marker of relationships and 
communication. A marker of what lacks, a marker of failings. The land holds that history. 
The land is the anchor. The land will disguise my failings with its beauty/terror. I will be 
lost in the land. I will be lost in the image of the land, waiting for it to disclose itself fully 
to me.  
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Ultimately, the photograph withholds meaning even as it discloses itself entirely.  
Alex Klein, “Remembering and Forgetting Conceptual Art”, Words Without Pictures, page 
127 
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I have imposed. To look is to begin the process of imposition. Looking at images I have 
not taken, I become trapped in a space between the reality of flatness and the memory of 
disparate experience.  
 
Images insert themselves here.  
 
I project my desires on the land in front of me, on the place in front of me. To photograph 
is to impose further. Not only is the photo evidence of my imposition, but the image is 
subtractive. It eliminates everything around what has been framed, it eliminates the 
memory. The image becomes all that is left, matched with fragments that I have chosen to 
associate the image with. It is Hollis Frampton’s nostalgia playing out in real time, with no 
option to loop back.  
 
I impose upon my own memories, slowly eliminating sections, working back into them. 
Memory material collaged with 4x6s that create gaps in experience. The memory becomes 
a few steps removed from a perception of reality that was already skewed towards the 
incomplete. Images have power over memory because of stillness. Snapshots and moments 
complied begin to shape a memory. Reliance on the image instead of language, instead of 
stories. 
 
These images are representations, withholding some parts giving others fully. What 
happens when the still begins to move, what does movement add to memory. 
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The flatness of the photo, rendered flatter through video. Video is material. It can be cut 
and pasted moved cut repeated. Sound and moving image layer with objects in the space.  
 
Video relates one image to the next. One sound to the next. Sound to image. Moving 
images create a space for memory to immediately respond. I must recall the image before 
what I am looking at now to understand. I must remember each segment to understand 
what comes after. The moving image, the glow of the screen is a lure. It is easy to find the 
source of that blue white glow and be drawn towards it. The anticipation of what will come 
next is what keeps the viewer in place. Even the seeming repetition of images, each image 
is different, presented within the same structure, lures the viewer with anticipation and 
meditative monotony. Meditate on the landscape. May the image provide you with 
serenity. May each viewer find themselves lost in the image of the landscape. Only to 
realize that it is an image. It has subtracted so much, but allows so much space for 
projection. The use of photographs within the video acts as slide show. A space for 
stillness and movement to overlap with a timing dictated by the video, not by the viewer. A 
slideshow fashioned this way shows the size of the photograph, its rounded edges, its 
vintage coloring. It becomes clear that these photos, whatever their origin, are either one of 
two things, not recently taken honest in age or a falsehood. Images crafted to fool, in 
content and in physical tangible form.  
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Images are built. Images so easily deceive, whether moving or still, an image removes 
context to then be recontextualized. As a 4x6, as an image in newspaper or magazine, 
connected to text or spoken word. The content of the image changes depending on who is 
telling that images story, how and where that story is being told.  
 
Video and photography are mediums with implicit limitations. The limitation of the frame 
structure excludes information. Focused areas indicate importance within the image; the 
blur, the movement is constructed to be ignored. To be accepted as a reality.  
 
Look too closely at an image and its pixels reveal themselves to turn to fuzz, like motion 
blur, moving shifting popping. The pixels are evidence of the gentle hum of technology, 
the crinkle of static becoming white noise. These are things ignored, accepted as an 
immersive reality. The pixels don’t exist. Until pointed to directly. Until it becomes about 
the pixel about the static about the hum. Integrating this reality into the work highlights 
reliance on technology, on the tools and processes used to make the work that so often go 
ignored. The static laden lower quality image becomes the barrier to full immersion in the 
digital representation of places and objects tangible. The camera is a tool. It is a means to 
an end. What matters is the information conveyed, the story that unfolds in all its potential 
directions. The story becomes the material. It is an ungraspable object, still consumed and 
edited. Shifting providing new perspectives between teller and listener. It becomes about 
context, where the story is installed.  
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Every object around us is at once very present and identifiable, but also the representative 
of multiple historical trajectories, economies and desires which you barely have to scratch 
the surface to get into. The coffee you’re drinking is obviously a product that had a rich 
history here in Europe, but it’s also just a cup of coffee. And that is something inherent in 
all objects.  
Christopher Williams quoted by Alex Klein in “Remembering and Forgetting Conceptual 
Art”, Words Without Pictures, page 138 
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To make an object is to satisfy a need for tactility. A photograph can seduce in all of its 
silk glossy flatness, but it does not provide the place for a firm grip. The sensational link 
between touching and making, being the generator for a thing, is limited with the 4x6. I 
want a thing. A sizable thing, clearly defined by body, by hands. The satisfaction of the 
repeated action, strip after strip of paper, built up to create a form. Paper mache is a direct 
move. Simple hollow creating a place for applied color, then applied meanings and labels. 
A form is cloud or boulder or amorphous bodily referent thing depending on color. Mass is 
quickly diminished by material. Paper glue water easily moved compressed crushed.  
The transformation of a flat thing, a sheet of paper, is easy. Draw fold cut rip move endless 
possibilities for that sheet of paper. Can it be combined with other sheets to make the 
larger thing-yes? It should be. Childhood defined by construction paper markers crayons 
cardboard. Resurfaced in adulthood as “serious” artistic concerns. It is the fastest way to 
make something. It is the fastest way to break something down to parts inherent colors 
shapes lines. The materials do not define the making and the making does not define the 
material- they exist side-by-side. Flux flexing each object moving to suspend belief. Then 
moving to reveal material truth. Objects are flattened by color, applied and inherent.  The 
objects mimic. The boulders are both real and fake, real in their own right, imitations of 
what is called real, the stuff of stone. Pairing the obviously representational with images of 
plants places waterfalls in amorphous shapes then placing those in proximity to a grid, 
within the grid.  
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The grid is chosen for stability. It is a form with implications I ignore in the process of 
making. The neatness of the structure generates calm like Martin or whips back to static 
reminiscent of the pixel party in the videos in the images. The grid is waiting to be looked 
at. The grid is waiting for a projection, for a purpose beyond its visual presence.  
The grid is carry over from the rule of thirds in photography. The grid is carry over from 
the pixilated structure. The grid can hold it’s own. It bridges the objects to images, images 
to video. All of these things operate in the studio or gallery together. One informs the 
other. All of these things are objects decontextualized to be recontextualized in the 
presence of others. The act of that becoming is visualizing a liminoid experience hinging 
on the looking patterns of myself and others.  
 
To make work is to look and look and look. To generate ideas through drawing, writing, 
collage, a barrage of notes disseminated and slowly pieced back together only to be 
exploded and re-collaged at a later date. This is the research that is then ignored to make 
larger works. The work that consumes time space material is the work that pushes all 
concerns but the visual aside in the hopes that the research lingers. That the research will 
slowly infiltrate, resurface, become integrated into the visual without my having to project 
it on to the work. Willing the research onto the object negates the pure existence of the 
object, negates the aesthetic choices I have made in my acts of making. The object dictates 
it’s needs from now on. The terms of the objects existence become privileged over the 
research. One object next to another next to another next to another begins to define the 
environment, to dictate a space and the terms to interact within. The physical space makes 
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way for the internalized space to be projected. For my intentions to cede to the meanings 
imposed by others. The space becomes about the others. The objects become receptors for 
those others. I have communicated through combining object and image, color and 
material, form and line. The viewer’s presence allows the work to take on new meanings 
new shifts new layers and understandings.  
 
These art things are proof of validation; I have validated the existence of the land by 
reducing it further and further into an abstracted shell of its self. It will never speak of the 
land truly and directly, only to human interpretation of what the land’s existence should 
mean.  
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Still from Images-Not Mt. Rainier 
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       Image from Climbing Mt. Rainier 
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Image from Climbing Mt. Rainier 
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